
Get Green
The pros and cons of green supplements

Written by Kelly S. Thompson

These days, finding ways to get the
appropriate serving of vegetables
can be a challenge. When cooking
healthy family meals that appeal
to kids and adults alike, getting the
recommended five lo nine servings
of fruits and vegetables isn't always
easy. Our bodies need the vitamins,
minerals and other nutritional benefits
of these dietary powerhouses, and a
lack of fruits and veggies can mean
mineral and vitamin deficiencies in
our system.

Green powders are the newest
entrants on the scene of dietary
supplements, comprised of various
greens such as algae, kale, alfalfa and
other nutrient-packed ingredients.
Green supplements come in the form
of a pill or powder that can be mixed
into water or smoothies, helping
even the most veggie-resistant eater
reap the benefits ol meeting dietary
recommendations, often packing
the equivalent of seven servings of
vegetables in one serving. Products
such as VegeGreens. Greens* and
others claim to boost energy, fight
illnesses and offer all the benefits of
leafy greens in the ease of a small
scoop or pill.

While green powders can be great for
the immune system, there are many
factors to consider before rushing out
to make a purchase. Much like the
business of multivitamins, all green
supplements are not created equal.
According to Consumer Lab. more
than one third of all green powders do
not contain all the ingredients listed
on the bottle. "The ingredient list, while
often impressive, can contain very
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small or 'sub-therapeutic' amounts
o f m a n y c o v e t e d s u b s t a n c e s . '
says Dr. Jacqueline Keeney, who
also teaches with the Canadian
Health Food Association's Certified
Natural Products Advisor program.
"Somet imes consumers end up
spending lots of extra money on very
small amounts of popular extracts
or fibre fillers." And the origin of the
product matters too. Some elements
lo consider would be if Ihe ingredients
are organic, how the contents are
ground down (how processed is it?)
and not only the ingredient list, but
how much ol daily recommended
nutrients and minerals are being
offered with each scoop.

Ol course, taste is another factor in
green supplement selection, and
each has its own flavour profile and
sweetness. Palatability is usually
come by through stevia or other
healthy sugar alternatives, meaning

your green powder won't taste like
straight blended kale. "It can take
a little while to get used to a greens
beverage, however, it is worth the
plethora of health benefits." said
Dr. Keeney. Ultimately, taste is a
preference unique to each consumer,
so you may need to sample a few
before finding the one that sits with
your palate. To enhance the flavour,
some people choose to mix with
wafer while others like green powders
added to their daily smoothies.

Ultimately, if you choose to use a
green supplement, do your research
to ensure that the product contains
what it claims. What we put into our
bodies is a personal choice, and for
those who would rather forgo fruits
and veggies when they make an
appearance on the dinner plate,
green powder supplements can be
Ihe added boost to fill any nutritional
gaps left behind.
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INTRODUCING
Total Self Health Care Solutions

Renew. Recharge. Revitalize

Discover science that replicates nature to create a greenhouse effect
in your home, office and classroom.

Organic nutrition for energy and weight management; marine based
Ecocert skin care line; sleep technology;

light therapy; energy wellness
Plant ihe seeds for healthier living so you can

blossom into vibrant health
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marine based

Spring denotes growth, regeneration and renewal.
Our gardens need tending and so does our "inner" terrain.

Body Burden is the toxic load we carry from everyday exposure
to toxins In food, air, water, and from electro-pollution.

We also accumulate emotional toxicity affecting us mentally and physically.
Emotion Code and Ion Cleanse sessions can aid in

emotional and physical cleansing.
Creating a greenhouse environment in your home is true prevention.

Weekly information sessions available:
Contact Laurie White 613-766-1699 ljwhite@kos.net




